June 7, 2016

The following was sent to the listserv.

Student portfolios coming your way!

KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN! I’ve received word that the student portfolios we’ve ordered are en route to you ...

Below, you’ll see what the portfolios look like, as modeled by our very own Elizabeth Arauz.

These portfolios have been ordered with the thought that it would be good for students to have a place to keep the certificates and paper credentials they earn, from their orientation certificate of completion and retention certificates (see bottom of page) to the KESC, NCRC and GED® diploma. It is recommended that the portfolio be presented to the student when the first certificate is earned.

Please note that directors of multiple programs are receiving portfolios for all of their programs. This is done because having fewer drop sites creates significant savings. Thank you in advance for distributing the portfolios! Programs receive different amounts of portfolios depending upon programmatic size. The programmatic size/portfolio number breakdown is as follows:

- SMALL = 150
- MID-SIZE = 300
- LARGE = 500

Please let me know how you use these and what your students think of them.
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